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TRANSITION ADJUSTMENT OF RURAL 
AND URBAN YOUTH FROM 
HOME TO COLLEGE 1 
RUTH HOEFLIN 
INTRODUCTION 
The launching stage is that time in the family cycle (from birth to 
death) when the young adult members begin to leave home. Every 
family with growing adolescents faces this situation as these young 
adults finish high school and begin a new kind of life for themselves. 
Obtaining a full time position and/ or getting married are two common 
occurrences at this period. Going away to college is still another way 
that many young people make the initial break from home. This late-
adolescent period for some students seems to be one of problems and 
adjustments as described in an earlier publication.2 On the other side 
of the picture, many parents too find this a difficult period since they 
are experiencing changes in themselves as well as adjusting to a smaller 
family. 
To find answers to some of the questions concerning changes 
occurring in individuals at this launching stage of the family and to 
determine what implications there might be for youth and adult workers 
in planning programs, this investigations was initiated. Representatives 
from different professional areas were asked to indicate what informa-
tion would be most useful to them in developing and carrying out their 
programs. These individuals included professional persons in such 
areas as child and family development, extension, rural sociology, stu-
dent guidance and sociology. 
1Acknowledgment is made to the following for their cooperation on 
this project: E. Carolyn Ater, 1954-55, graduate student in Home 
Economics at·The Ohio State University; Margaret McEniry, 1954-55, and 
Marian Sharp, 1955-56, research assistants with The Ohio Agricultural 
Experiment Station. 
2 Hoeflin, R. and Bender, R. E. Problems and Concerns of College 
Freshmen. The Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Research Bulletin 
:f:!:757, February, 1955. 
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Additional evidence of the need for a study at the launching stage 
evolved from the home economics freshman course, "Elements of Family 
Living." Each quarter the first assignment had been, "Bring in a list 
of what you consider to be important family problems." The staff 
anticipated such topics as housing, inflation and health. Instead, most 
of the responses of the freshmen women were concerned with such 
parental-adolescent problems as the use of the family car, dating prac-
tices, allowance, discipline in the home and family responsibilities. In 
a few cases conflicting goals between parents and students seemed to 
exist. If these were some of the problems that disturbed freshmen, did 
they have some effect on learning and adjusting in college? Although 
these suggestions of problems had been received from college women, it 
was believed that any study concerned with adolescents and thei1 
parents should include the freshmen men as well as the women. 
Oftentimes a research study in the area of human relations is made 
with one group of children or adults for one specific purpose and at one 
particular time. The succeeding research projects may be similar but 
are conducted with an entirely different group of individuals so there 
is little or no continuity. The project reported in this bulletin illus-
trates an on-going or longitudinal type of research which has used some 
of the same individuals at different times and in different ways; yet, at 
all times, the subjects have been considered as family members and 
interrelationships noted. 
Since a picture of freshmen, the problems they had and the way 
they felt toward their parents as they entered college was sought, a 
study of a freshman class became the logical place to begin. Although 
information could be obtained from students on their problems and 
conflict areas, the collection of data from their parents concerning the 
same adolescent problems also seemed necessary to obtain a more ade-
quate picture of family members at the launching stage. 
Data were collected early in the first quarter of the freshman year 
to determine not only the problems students found on a large campus 
but also the problems and concerns these students had in high school 
and at home. A follow-up study the second quarter in school on the 
adjustment to college of the freshmen seemed a logical next step. 
The question of drop-outs is always of interest to college officials, 
staff and parents; therefore a follow-up during the junior and senior 
years was planned. A study of their participation in extracurricular 
activities would reveal, to some extent, their social adjustment in 
college. In terms of studying the family at the launching stage, an 
investigation of how parents felt toward the changes taking place in 
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their late-adole~cent children would be revealing. If students had 
dropped out of school, it was believed answers from parents might give 
further evidence of the reason. 
To complete a study of a freshman cla~s during four years in 
college, it would be interesting to make a final counting of those ~tu­
dents who were graduated and of those who had dropped out or trans-
ferred during this period. 
This was the over-all plan of a four-year study with parents and 
college youths during the launching stage of the family. The following 
objectives were developed based on the suggestions received from pro-
fessional workers and staff members in representative fields: 
1. To better understand the personal and adjustment prob-
lems of entering freshmen for the purpose of strengthening 
the guidance programs at both college and high school 
levels and to offer suggestions for 4-H, YM- YWCA and 
other youth group programs. 
2. To compare attitudes and feelings of parents and the 
college freshmen during the adolescent period toward con-
flicts and agreements in order to suggest ways of improv-
ing relationships between the adolescent and his parent; 
and to obtain information useful in planning effective pro-
grams for parents and for adolescents coming from rural 
and urban backgrounds. 
3. To determine the extent to which parents become aware of 
changes that occur in their sons or daughters in college. 
4. To analyze the extracurricular activities of the same stu-
dents as freshmen and as juniors to determine the relation-
ship between adjustment and participation. 
5. To develop methods for gaining some insight into per-
sonal problems, concerns and activities. 
PROCEDURE 
Who Was Studied and How 
A student check list (Appendix I) and a parent check list 
(Appendix II) were developed incorporating the areas of conflict or 
disagreements that seem to be most common at the adolescent period. 
Since the schedules for students were to be administered early in their 
first quarter in college, the questions were to be answered in terms of the 
students' experiences as seniors in high school. A list of extracurricular 
activities in which high school seniors may have participated was 
included in the student blank and in both blanks space was provided 
for writing in ways the son or daughter had helped at home. 
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...\n information sheet also wa~ devi~:~ed to collect data on age, dwell-
mg, sex, marital status, number of siblings, education and occupation of 
parents, socio-economic status, fraternal interests, military service and 
work load of the freshmen students (Appendix III). Such data 
would give a picture of the fre~:~hman class. 
The Freshman Year 
In conferences with the guidance coordinators in agriculture and 
home economics, it was agreed that the freshmen in both survey classes 1 
in the autumn of 1952 would be used. This particular group consisted 
of 400 men and 167 women. 
ing: 
During one survey class period the freshmen filled out the follow-
1. Identification card with name, campus and home addresses, 
and case number. (These were collected immediately.) 
2. Survey of Present Status (the general information sheet). 
3. "Bender Problem Check List" (described in previous publica-
tion; see footnote # 2) . 
4. Student Information Blank. 
5. Kell Incomplete Sentence blank. 1 
The last four schedules for each student were numbered and 
clipped together. The identification cards were alphabetized and 
parental addresses were copied onto envelopes for mailing. Later iden-
tical numbers were stamped on the parents' blanks before mailing and 
the parental responses received were then matched and kept with the 
student responses. A letter of explanation and a set of Kell Incomplete 
Sentence Blanks were sent with the Parent Information Sheet. 
To determine just how this group of freshmen was adjusting to 
college, letters were sent out to the same group of students winter 
quarter of the freshmen year asking them to come in for one more test. 
The Rotter Incomplete Sentence Blank" was administered to 321 second 
•
1Survey classes are organized to help the freshmen solve their pres-
ent student problems and assist them in planning for succeeding years. 
4The Kell Incomplete Sentence Blank is a group of 20 sentence-
beginnings to be completed by the subject. Examples are "My family," 
"If my mother" or "As a child." This device was developed to gain 
insight into an individual's feelings and attitudes toward his family and 
childhood. 
"Rotter, Julian B. and Rafferty, Janet E. Manual. The Rotter In-
complete Sentence Blank. The Psychological Corporation, New York, 
1950. 
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quarter fre~hmen. Thi~ per~onality test wa~ developed in the p~y­
chology department at The Ohio State University by Dr. Julian Rotter 
and has been used to screen students who were having difficulty and 
needed further help in their adjustment to college. It is composed of 
40 key words which begin a sentence as "I like," "I regret," "Reading,'' 
"Sports," and "V\'hat annoys me". The student is asked to write com-
plete sentences expressing his real feelings. No time limit is set and he 
is encouraged to answer each one. 
According to Rotter, scores of 125 and below seemed to represent 
adjustment while the higher scores seem indicative of problems. The 
mean score of a group of 299 college students tested by Rotter was 
127.4; while a group of adjusted male students had a mean of 119.4 
compared to 133.7 in one maladjusted group and 149.2 in another. 
This ISB seemed to have possibilities not only of showing which 
students were having some type of adjustment problems, but the 
answers could be used as a guide for a conference. The students who 
came in to complete the Rotter blank were given the opportunity to 
return for individual conferences. At this time the research leader 
could further explore with the student his feelings toward his family 
and college adjustment. 
As described above the study was begun in the autumn of 1952 
with 567 freshmen students and their parents. Completed responses 
were received from 60 percent of the parents who not only answered 
promptly and willingly but often added further information or wrote 
separate notes. Winter quarter 57 percent or 321 of the freshmen came 
in for testing, of whom 73 returned for individual conferences. 
The Junior Year 
Because of the continued interest of the various staff members in 
the findings (obtained in 195 2) and a desire to know how many stu-
dents remained in college and something of their activities, a follow-up 
study with the same students as juniors was conducted autumn and 
winter quarters, 1954-55. With the help of a research assistant 289 
or 50 percent of the original freshman group were located on campus, 
and in response to a mailed request 122 of this number came in for 
further testing. The assistant under the direction of the leader of the 
project, developed an information sheet (Appendix IV) on the present 
status of the student, including questions on working at a paying job 
and scholarship. On a separate schedule were listed extracurricular 
activities available while in college (Appendix V), including profes-
sional, fraternal, religious and social activities. The students checked 
whether they belonged, were active members or held offices in each of 
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the!le activities for each of their three years in college. Tabulation for 
each student was made and scores on participation during freshman, 
sophomore and junior years were summated into a score which meas-
ured the quantity of activities. Comparisons were then made of the 
participation scores of students by sex, home and campus dwelling and 
employment and with point-hour ratios and psychological test scores. 
A comparison also was made between college activities and high school 
activities as checked during the freshman testing period. One further 
question was asked as to whether or not they were interested in more, 
less or the same number of activities in which they were now involved. 
The juniors were given the opportunity to come in for a confer-
ence. Half or 62 came for an individual conference and out of the 
group most of the students freely offered to return again if they could 
be of further assistance. 
In autumn 1954 a graduate student in the area of family life in 
home economics became interested in the question of what happens to 
parents as adolescents leave home. She too became a part of the team 
working on the project studying the viewpoint of the parents. The 
idea and need for this type of information originated while this gradu-
ate student was working with senior women in the home management 
house where students had commented on some of the problems and con-
flicts they had with their parents even after four years of college. A 
frequent question seemed to be "Are parents aware of what may happen 
to the family relationships as a son or daughter leaves home because of 
marriage, a job or college?" 
Before beginning the study of the parent attitudes, 24 of the 
original group of students, now juniors, who had come in for individual 
conferences were asked to answer two written statements: 
List several situations in which you and your parents generally 
agree. 
List several situations in which you and your parents often do 
not agree. 
Some of the answers regarding disagreements were: "Ways I was 
di&ciplined," "Choice of marriage partner in terms of life goals," 
"Choice of where I want to live," "They certainly hope and think I 
should feel obligated to come home and live on the farm." Others 
reported disagreement on hours to come home at night, ways of doing 
things around the house and the desire to be independent when parents 
weren't ready for it. A few students stated that they had few or no 
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conflicts while others listed several and one student listed seven. Areas 
of agreement were freedom in mate selection, vocational choice, dating 
practices, use of money and making decisions. 
From the areas of conflict and agreement, a list of 40 changes nor~ 
mally seen among college students was compiled. Later with the help 
of two professors in family development and one in sociology the list was 
shortened to 20 items which seemed most characteristic of the late~ 
adolescent stage. 
To obtain data for studying the reactions of the parents to changes 
as observed in their college sons and daughters, the graduate student 
with the cooperation of the leader of the on~going project, contacted the 
567 sets of parents of the original freshman group by mail. Copies of 
the forms that were developed and sent to the parents are found in 
Appendices VI, VII and VIII. 
Later open~end interviews with twenty of the parents were held in 
their homes as a further check on their written answers and to gain 
insight into their feeling toward the changes occurring in their sons or 
daughters. 6 
The Senior Year 
In the school year of 1955~56 another research assistant located as 
many of the students as remained on the campus. She found 260 or 46 
percent of the original group were still in college. At the same time a 
record was made of those students who had dropped out of school and, 
as far as was possible, the reasons for their leaving were obtained. A 
record was obtained on the students who had dropped out and were 
graduated during the year 1955~56. 
RESULTS 
Composition of the Freshman Class 
Before presenting the results of this study, a brief description of the 
1952 freshman class in the College of Agriculture and School of Home 
Economics by sex and residency is presented in Table 1. 
Out of this group only nine of the students were married, includ~ 
ing seven men and two women. In a study of family members, the 
distribution of this group of students by position in the family revealed 
that 15 percent of the men were only children, 55 percent had one or 
two siblings, and 31 percent came from a family of four or more 
hAter, E. Carolyn. "Awareness of Developmental Tasks at the 
Launching Stage." Unpublished Master's thesis, The Ohio State Uni-
versity, August, 1955. 
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Sex 
Men 
Women 
TABLE 1.-Distribution of 567 Freshmen by Sex and Home 
and Campus Dwelling 
Home Dwelling Campus Dwelling 
Total 
Rural Rural Urban Dormi- Private Own 
non-farm tory home home 
Percen1 Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
400 70 55 12 33 31 53 7 
167 30 30 8 62 57 6 35 
Fra-
ternity 
Percent 
10 
2 
children. Among women students 6 percent were only children, 69 
percent came from families with two or three children and 25 percent 
from families with four or more. Of the rural students, 10 percent 
were only children, 53 percent were from families with two or three 
children, and 37 percent from families with four or more. Among 
urban students, 15 percent were only children, 67 percent from families 
with two or three children and 19 percent from families with four or 
more children. 
Comparison of Parent-Student Reports of Family Practices 
COLLECnON OF PARENT -STUDENT RESPONSES 
Since an important part of this study was to determine adolescent-
parent behavior or reaction to such topics as spending money, dating 
and making decisions, the check list previously described (Appendix I) 
was given to the freshmen during the testing period and a similar one 
was mailed to their parents, 60 percent of whom returned their 
responses. The freshmen were asked to check the various items in 
terms of "When you were a senior in high school, what happened to 
you?" The parents checked the same list of items with the instruction, 
"When your son or daughter was a senior in high school, how were 
decisions made?" Some individuals from both groups included addi-
tional comments or items; in fact, a few parents wrote accompanying 
letters asking questions or explaining their answers. For the most part, 
the answers seemed to be honestly checked and with sincere intent as is 
evidenced by one male student who asked if he could write about his 
junior year in high school instead of his senior year since "I broke my 
leg and couldn't do any dating last year." 
It should be kept in mind in reading this report that the resultR as 
preRented and discussed are based on responses from practically 1 00 
percent of the students and 60 percent of the parents. This means, of 
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course, that the answer that John or Sue gave is not compared with the 
specific answer given by John or Sue':;, mother and/ or father but, rather, 
the percentages of each group responding to a particular question are 
compared. 
THE MONEY PROBLEM 
The fir:st series of statements was concerned with spending money 
earned while in high school; the second series was concerned with 
allowances. 
Responses of students and parents to the questions on spending 
money earned are presented as percentages in Figure 1 by dwelling and 
by sex. The percentage distribution of responses for the total group of 
students and of parents are given in Appendix IX. It is obvious from 
Figure 1 that more students, both urban and rural earned part or all of 
their spending money than earned none. This would be the case, 
whether based on students' answers or parents' answers. 
Percentage BY DWELLING 
I 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 ICC 
None 
Port 
All 
Parent Responses 
Percentage 
100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 20 30 40 50 60 70 BO 90 100 
None 
Pott 
All 
Student Responses Parent Responses 
Fig. 1.-Distribution of responses concerning spending money 
earned while a high school senior. 
When the responses were analyzed by sex, it can be seen that more 
men than women earned all their spending many and very few men 
earned no money at all. However, more women than men earned part 
of their spending money. The differences between the two sexes in this 
category was greater according to the responses of parents than to those 
of the students. The evidence seems to show that most 'itudents have 
earned some money before coming to college. 
1 1 
Analysis of responses concerning allowances by dwelling indicate 
that about half of the students, rural and urban, and a little over a third 
of the parents of both groups, checked "none" in terms of allowance 
received in high school as shown in Figure 2. A larger percentage of 
urban students than of rural students received a weekly allowance 
according to responses from the students as well as from parents. These 
figures seem to indicate that a third or less of the college students had 
had actual experience in receiving a specified amount of money at 
regular intervals. 
Percentage 
tOO 90 
Weekly 
Monthly 
Money on request 
Percentage 
100 90 80 
Student Responses 
None tllMen students 
~Women students 
Weekly 
Monthly 
Money on request 
Student Responses 
50 so 70 eo so too 
~Urban parents 
f:SI Rural parents 
50 so 70 eo 90 tOO 
~:!!~~Parents of men students 
iS:lParents of women students 
Fig. 2.-Distribution of responses concerning allowance received 
while a high school senior. 
When responses were analyzed by sex, the students' answers indi-
cated that about half the men and a third of the women received no 
regular allowance. The parents' answers showed smaller proportions 
for both sexes. More women than men received weekly or monthly 
allowances and about equal percentages received money on request. 
Parents' responses indicated the same general trend with the exception 
of the monthly allowance which represented only a small percentage of 
the total in the case of both sexes. 
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DATING 
The two problems most frequently mentioned by freshmen in rela-
tion to dating were frequency, if at all, and the curfew hour as set by 
the parents. 
The percentages of responses of students and of parents to the three 
questions of frequency of dating (Figure 3 and Appendix IX) indicate 
that there was fair agreement between the two in answer to "never 
dated" and "once a week." However, in answer to "two or more a 
week," the difference was much greater; in fact, the percentage of stu-
dents checking this answer was twice that of parents. 
The responses were analyzed by dwelling and by sex as shown in 
Figure 3. There seemed to be very little difference in the dating 
patterns of rural and urban students. A sex difference might be 
expected since girls mature earlier than boys. According to students' 
responses a slightly larger percentage of women than men dated and 
they had more dates per week than men. The responses of the parents 
indicate that there is little difference in the dating patterns of men and 
women. 
Percentage 
100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 90 IOC 
Never 
One/week 
Two or more/week 
Student Responses Parent Responses 
Percentage BY SEX 
100 90 eo 70 60 so 40 30 zo 10 o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 eo 90 oo 
Never 
One/week 
Two or more /Week 
Student Responses Pore n t Responses 
Fig. 3.-Distribution of responses concerning how often dated while 
a senior in high school. 
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The interpretation of a date may be a partial explanation of some 
of the differences in parent-student answers and perhaps some students 
dated in groups rather than pairing off in couples. Perhaps the pres-
tige value also needs to be considered. Some students do not feel free 
to check "no dates'' since they do not want to admit their lack of social 
&kills or opportunity. 
How late one can stay out or what time one must come in, is a real 
problem of the adolescent in high school. What the gang says and does, 
pulls one way; what the parent demands or asks, often tugs in the oppo-
&ite direction. 
Both students and parents checked one of four items concerning 
this curfew hour. Did the parent set a definite hour each time, was the 
time jointly worked out by parent and student, did the parents give the 
student complete freedom as to what time he should be home from a 
date or were there other ways of reaching a decision? 
On the item "the parent made the decision" on the curlew hour 
there was close agreement between parent and student responses 
(Appendix IX). However, less than 1 in 10 was bound by the decision 
of the parents alone. Whether or not the decision was reached by stu-
dent and parent or student only would depend upon who answered the 
question. The student indicated that it was his decision alone more 
frequently than the combined decision of his parents and himself 
whereas the parents' responses indicated the reverse was true. While 
most parents felt a joint decision was being made, more students felt 
they were completely independent. In this case, if both groups were 
pleased, there seems to be little cause for conflict concerning the currfew 
hour. 
The responses to the four items on the curfew hour were separated 
according to dwelling and sex (Figure 4). The trend in differences in 
answers of students and parents discussed above is still obvious in 
these breakdowns. Although the differences in percentages of rural 
and urban students in the four categories are small, there is an indica-
tion that rural students may have slightly more freedom than urban 
students in reaching decisions independent of their parents. The sex 
difference is somewhat more obvious. For instance, about one-fourth 
of the women and one-half of the men reached decisions independent of 
their parents according to responses by the students. Based on parent 
responses the sex difference is not so great. 
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Perca>lage 
100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 
Parent dec1s1on 
Student-parent deciSIOn 
Student dec1s1on 
Other ~Urban (Z!Rural students 
Sl udent Responses 
Percentage 
100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 
Paren I deCISIOn 
Student dec1S1on 
Other tz:1 Men students fZ:j Women students 
Student Responses 
10 20 :30 40 50 so 70 80 90 00 
~Orban parents 
E;Sl Rural parents 
Parent Responses 
20 :30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
I:S Parents of men students 
ISSI Parents of women students 
Parent Responses 
Fig. 4.-Distribution of responses concerning hour to come home 
from a date. 
USE OF FAMILY CAR FOR RECREATION 
Still another area of conflict mentioned by students in the fre:;hman 
class had been the use of the family car for recreation. Three questions 
were asked: Was the student allowed to drive the car most of the time 
for his recreation? Did other family members do the driving? Was 
the car not available to the student for social events? Later it was 
found that these three items were too limited since they did not allow 
for those few families who had no car, or for those students, especially 
the men, who owned their own car at the time. Again, a few students 
commented that they had not been old enough to obtain driving licenses 
or had not learned to drive as yet which would limit their answers. 
Some differences between parent and student responses were evident as 
a few more parents stated the family drove the car than the studentr. 
had checked. The responses were divided according to dwelling and 
sex (Figure 5). It is obvious that the majority of students, rural and 
urban, men and women drove the family car. A slightly larger per-
centage of rural students than urban students and a comparatively 
larger percentage of men than women used the family car for recreation. 
According to the parent responses, less than half of their daughters were 
allowed to drive while a similar number were driven by the family. 
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BY DWELLING Percentage 
100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
a:~~nt ~IIIIIILIL.L 
Fam1\y drove 
Not allowed 
car 
Fa mlly drove 
r:iiil'l Urban students 
ezJ Rural students 
Student Responses 
Not allowed ~Men students 
cor EZl Women students 
Student Responses 
i..:!iil Urban parents 
t;SS Rural parents 
Parent Responses 
~ Parents of men students 
IS3 Parents a women students 
Parent Responses 
Fig. 5.-Distribution of responses concerning use of family car for 
recreation. 
Perhaps this difference in men and women is due to fewer women hav-
ing licenses or to the earlier driving experience of the male students or 
may be explained partially by the fact that 62 percent of the rural stu-
dents were men. Another possible explanation is the freedom permitted 
high school boys as compared to girls. 
Since who makes decisions in a family seems to be a problem facing 
many families, a series of questions was asked concerning how decisions 
were made. Did the parents make decisions? Were decisions made 
jointly between parents and children? Did the student make decisions 
by himself? 
Only a very few parents and students stated all decisions were 
made by the parents, but most parents stated decisions were made 
jointly while only three-fourths of the students checked this item 
(Appendix IX). One-fifth of the students checked they made their 
decisions alone compared to a very few parents who checked this item. 
A possible explanation may be that family members in both groups did 
not want to admit they still did not have the say-so in decision making. 
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Percentage 
100 90 80 
Parent 
Parent-
student 
Student 
Percentage 
Student Responses 
100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 
Parent 
Parent-
stu dent 
Student 
ll"'.;iii Men students 
~Women students 
Student Responses 
Parent Responses 
Parent Responses 
Fig. 6.-Distribution of responses concerning making decisions at 
home while a high school senior. 
In this particular item little or no difference was evident between the 
sexes or between rural and urban students. The most important fact 
seems to be that the largest percentage of answers indicated that parents 
and students do make decisions cooperatively (Figure 6). 
WORK REQUIRED AT HOME 
To obtain information on teen-ager's jobs in the home, three items 
were to be checked: parents give teen-ager regular jobs to do at home; 
the teen-ager takes care of his own room and belongings; and the third, 
not being required to help at home. As the results came in, the limita-
tions of this question were evident. There was no allowance for those 
rural students who were working full time on the farm and consequently 
had little or no time for indoor work. Many students and parents 
wrote in such comments but in a few instances we can only surmise that 
a student who checked "not helping at home," actually was busy on 
outside jobs whether on the farm or in the care of the lawn and garden. 
A few also held part-time jobs which meant little time to be of assist-
ance at home. 
The item checked by two-thirds of the students and nine-tenths of 
the parents (Appendix IX) was that the family a~signed regular jobs 
for the teen-ager to do at home. Only a very few students and even 
less of the parent group stated the teen-ager was not required to help at 
home. 
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In comparing the answers by place of dwelling three-fourths of the 
rural students as contrasted to a little over half of the urban students 
checked that their families assigned them tasks to do around the house 
while most of the rural parents checked this item compared to three-
fourths of the urban parents (Figure 7). Perhaps there were more 
regular jobs to do on the farm where everyone was needed than among 
urban students living in smaller homes with less to be done. Again 
some of the rural students and parents wrote in that the male adolescent 
did not do much work around the house but worked full time on the 
farm and yet they still had checked the first item, "assigned regular 
jobs." 
;\ few more men and parents of male students stated that the 
family as~igned tasks to do at home while more women than men 
checked they took care of their own belongings and room at home. 
Perhap~ the latter is considered "women's work" while the heavier 
cleaning or outside tasks are con~idered the responsibility of the male 
adolescent. 
Perhaps because of the inadequacies of this particular question and 
because of space allowed for further explanation, many parents wrote 
in a description of the kind of work done by their son or daughter. 
Percentage 
100 90 80 
amliy 
OSSJQned 
Own work 
l~o work CZ1 Urban students 123 Rural students 
Student Responses 
Percentage 
100 90 80 70 
Own work 
No work ~ Men students fZd Women students 
Student Responses 
~ Urban parents 
0 Rural parents 
Parent Responses 
!Iii:! Parents of men studerts 
c:J Parents of women students 
Parent Responses 
Fig. 7.-Distribution of responses concerning work required at home. 
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Such tasks as painting the house inside or out, helping with spring and 
heavy cleaning, doing the family wash, taking care of the lawn and 
shoveling snow were all listed as specific jobs done by these teen-agers 
at special times. Many of the rural parents elaborated on the types of 
farm tasks done by their sons and in a few cases by the daughters too. 
Many of the parents seemed very proud of the help given by their teen-
agers and seemed to want to be sure that they were given full credit for 
all that they did for their family. 
IN RETROSPECT 
During conferences the second quarter with some of these freshmen 
the differences between student and parent scoring on certain items were 
discussed. Many times the student expressed the idea that there was 
not as much difference as sometimes seemed to be evident in the check-
ing or he would make some such comment as, "Oh, we really agree most 
of the time," or "I don't know what my Mother meant. I always made 
my own decisions." Perhaps if the student felt that the relationships 
had been good that was more important than the actual differences in 
some of the answers or perhaps the time element entered in the answers 
since high school days were six months in the past at the time of the 
conference. 
COLLEGE ADJUSTMENT SCORES 
During the winter quarter of 1953, the freshmen were contacted 
by mail and 321 of them came in to fill out a college adjustment form, 
the Rotter Incomplete Sentence Blank. The students were told that an 
individual conference would be arranged for any one who would like to 
know more about the results of the study. Seventy-three students, 41 
men and 32 women took advantage of the opportunity and came in for 
a conference. 
At this interview each student was shown his score and how he had 
marked the Bender Problem Check List, 7 his answers to the questions 
about his dating, money and decision-making experiences in high school 
and in most cases he was shown his completed Rotter blank. In a few 
instances where the scores were quite high and problems were evident, 
an explanation of what his answers seemed to mean was given but the 
actual score was not revealed. As some of these students talked, fur-
ther evidence was given as to the cause or extent of their worries and 
problems. In most cases further insight into his feelings toward his 
family was evidenced during this conference. 
THoeflin and Bender, op. cit., pp. 41-47. 
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In the group of 290 freshmen who completed the Rotter test the 
scores ranged from a low of 81 to a high of 169 with the mean at 123. 
The scores of the women ranged from 81 to 163 with a mean of 119 
while the men's ranged from 82 to 169 with a mean of 124. Out of the 
group of freshmen, 107 men and 57 women, or 57 percent of the group, 
had scores of 125 or less indicating a satisfactory adjustment to college. 
Eighty-three men and 43 women, or 43 percent of the total group, had 
scores of 126 or higher indicating some problems and difficulty in 
adjusting. 
In conference it was revealed that some of the students had such 
common worries as difficulty in learning to study, not knowing how to 
dance or lack of leisure time. Other students were faced with much 
larger problems. Some felt they did not fit into any group in a large 
university yet had been "big wheels" at home. Others lived out in pri-
vate homes and were both lonely and unhappy. Some were having 
many types of school difficulties because of inadequate preparation for 
academic work. Whatever their problem, most students felt the need 
of someone to talk to, the need for guidance. In fact, the desire of stu-
dents for understanding and professional counsel seemed to point the 
way for further study of these young adults and their parents. 
PARENTS AT THE LAUNCHING STAGE 
Much concern is often expressed over the adolescent as he grows 
toward adulthood and faces the many problems that seem to occur at 
the launching stage of the family. How much parents are aware of 
changes in college sons or daughters and their reaction to these changes 
seemed to be another aspect to study in this stage of the family cycle. 
Therefore, after the check list of probable changes occurring in young 
adults had been developed and tested, it was mailed to the parents of 
the original 567 freshmen in the College of Agriculture and the School 
of Home Economics. 
The response from the original list sent to parents in 195 2 had been 
60 percent. Since this testing period was two years later and part of 
the students had left college, returns were received from only 206 
families or 36 percent of the original parent group with 188 or 33 per-
cent completing all the information blanks. Out of the 188 families 
represented, responses were received from both parents in 146 cases, 
from just the mother in 31 cases and from 11 fathers only or a total of 
334 individuals. Summaries of the changes seen by parents in their 
children were made from the answers of the 334 parents. 
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All of the 334 parents responding saw some changes in their college 
sons and daughters although this does not mean that all of the parents 
saw all of the same changes. From a list of 20 changes, the five that 
parents seemed most aware of as occurring in their sons or daughters 
and as evidenced by the frequency of their checking were: 
1. Makes more decisions without parent help. 
2. Interested in going to new places. 
3. Learns new rules of etiquette. 
4. Shows more appreciation of parents. 
5. Wishes to be independent of family finances. 
The five changes parents checked the least were: 
1. Gives up education for job or marriage. 
2. Differs with parents on religious ideas. 
3. Differs with parents on political ideas. 
4. Shows less interest in family. 
5. Acts sophisticated. 
Personal interviews were held with 20 parents to compare their 
responses verbally with those they had checked and to obtain general 
reactions from one or both parents. Some of the general areas where 
parents said they were pleased with changes in their adolescent son or 
daughter follow. Under independence, some of the comments were: 
"He is more responsible," "He makes more decisions," "Is more self-
reliant," "He is working on his own," "He goes right ahead and 
arranges to get things done," "He's in his own line of work, he enjoys 
it, goes ahead on it. He has come to himself." 
In the area of social adjustment these comments were recorded: 
"She's a better talker, gets along better," "That shows he is interested 
in other people," "She had become more refined, more reserved," 
"She had learned to know lots of other people who have different ways 
of living," "He also has grown socially." 
Some of the reasons the parents stated they were pleased with the 
school adjustment were: "He's making good grades," "She does well 
in school," "He is much less self-conscious," "His studies come easy," 
"He gets along good with his professors," "He has grown in knowl-
edge." A few other comments were: "Manages money," "You 
learn to appreciate better things (at school)," "She sticks to a budget," 
"She is more fond of children." 
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TWO CASE STUDIES 
A brief description of two families will illustrate the interaction of 
tamily members at this launching stage and differences found in two 
kinds of families. The Jones family had two young adult members, 
Mary, age 20, and Jane, age 22. Jane had been through a period of 
not communicating with her family. "She would retreat to her room 
with her philosophers and read. But that's over now." Mrs. Jones 
explained that Jane had worked out her independence to her own satis-
faction and was now able to share her "self" with the family. 
Mary's problems differed. When she entered Home Economics in 
1952, she missed her boy friend who was in an eastern college and also 
found the role of being Jane's sister a little discouraging since staff mem-
bers often commented on this fact and even occasionally called her by 
her sister's name. 
Later in the year Mary and her family decided that she would trans-
fer to an eastern school which was near the boy friend. This meant long 
absences from home which was new to the family since Jane had lived 
at home during college. For Mary this had turned out to be a wise 
decision for she became an individual known for her own ability and by 
her junior year she became engaged. For the Jones', family life was 
learning to know each other, being sensitive to the feelings of each mem-
ber and working out the various problems in such a way as to be helpful 
to a II. 
The second family, the Jacobs' had a less close relationship. "At 
the present time she won't talk to me. I ask her how she is getting along 
and she says, "all right.'" The above comment was made by the father 
about his 20-year-old daughter during the interview. His explanation 
was that she had wanted to major in Spanish and history but he felt that 
neither subject was practical, which is essential to getting ahead in the 
world. The father insisted that she take home economics and major in 
dietetics. "She did not want to but I was adamant about it. I see 
things from a long range. I can see her future. She will need security. 
After she finished home economics I told her I would pay for anything 
else she wants to do. But I have qualms about insisting." 
As this father talked he explained that he had majored in these sub-
jects and later found them impractical so had taken up optometry. 
Although he was not particularly interested in it he could now sleep at 
night and buy his family the material things including some luxuries 
which he felt essential. 
Although Mr. Jacobs felt his responsibilities as head of the family 
keenly, there is a question whether he realized the developmental needs 
of his daughter. She seemed to have several problems and needed some 
understanding person to talk with about these concerns; yet her father 
did not seem to be such a person. 
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In studying the reactions of the families individually, much is 
revealed about family development. The reactions indicated what sort 
of relationship existed among family members and also seemed to indi-
cate the type of control existing in the family. For example, "not con-
cerned'' in some cases meant that the parents gave their late-adolescents 
the opportunity to grow in independence. To other families "not con-
cerned" seemed to indicate that the parents really did not have a close· 
ness with their son or daughter and did not understand some of their 
needs. 
This investigation seems to indicate that both parents and young 
adults were making adjustments during the launching period. The 
period after high school graduation until the young adult actually 
leaves his family to begin his own, is a time full of meaning for each 
member. There are possibilities for making this period a time of satis-
fying growth or of stunting future growth. Entering this stage of 
development, the family faces a need for enlargement and reorganiza-
tion of the patterns of living as well as insight into the degree of 
maturity achieved by the various family members. 
STUDENTS AT THE LAUNCHING STAGE 
What was happening to these College of Agriculture and School of 
Home Economics students as they returned to college for their junior 
year was also of interest to those faculty members responsible for guid-
ance and administration. What were the answers to such questions as: 
How many of the original group of students are still in school? How 
many have joined fraternities, have married, are working, or have held 
scholarships? Of more interest perhaps is the relation of extracurricu-
lar activities to successful transition from high school to college. How 
many students participate actively? Do their grades or psychological 
test scores have any relation to their participation? How do their work 
load and marital status relate to the number of activities in which they 
become involved? 
In the autumn of 1954 an attempt was made to locate as many of 
the original group as possible to complete a general information shee-t 
(Appendix IV) and a check list on their participation in extracurricular 
activities (Appendix V). Of the original group of 567 freshmen, 289 
students or 50 percent were found to be enrolled on the campus in the 
fall of the junior year. In response to written requests 122 juniors 
came in for the retest and 62 or 51 percent returned for individual con-
ferences. 
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Fig. 8.-Campus and home dwelling of College of Agriculture stu-
dents as freshmen and juniors. 
The data in Figure 8 reveal changes which occurred in the 
residences of this group of students between the freshmen and junior 
years. Among the juniors more women students were rural than was 
true of the same group as freshmen. The greatest number of drop-outs 
were among women from large cities. Among the men there was less 
change in distribution though there was an increase of slightly less than 
10 percent in rural men. Thus it appears possible that in these groups 
a higher proportion of rural students than urban remained in school or 
were interested in continuing to cooperate in the study. 
In campus dwelling, the trend after the freshman year seemed to 
be away from living in dormitories and toward living in fraternity and 
sorority houses. More women but fewer men lived in private or board-
ing houses in 1954 than in 1952. 
Of the nine students, seven men ( 1. 7 percent of 400 men) and two 
women ( 1.2 percent of 167 women) who were married as freshmen, 
only three men were still in school as juniors. However, of the group 
of juniors who came in for retesting eight men or 10.8 percent and six 
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women or 12.5 percent were married. Since none of the freshmen 
women and only three of the men who had been married in 1952 
remained in school, the indication seems to be that marriage together 
with academic and financial loads of college do not combine well for 
mmt students to maintain over a four-year period. 
It is recognized that on the other hand in junior and senior years, 
marriage is in the picture for some. If the economic burden becomes 
too acute, the woman usually drops out of school in preference to the 
man, perhaps because, in the long run, the man's education is thought 
to be more important to the economic stability of the family. 
Work 
As freshmen, 29 percent of the students were working at part-time 
jobs. This represented 33 percent of the men and 20 percent of the 
women. As juniors, 58 percent of the total group which included 66 
percent of the men and 46 percent of the women were working. Many 
students found it necessary to provide for their college expenditures 
themselves during the final years of training. The expenses of long 
years of schooling are a strain on the family budget. Also. many 
juniors have matured to the point where they are better able to budget 
their time successfully and can include a part-time job in their 
schedules. 
Among the 122 students studied as juniors 42 different scholar-
ships had been held over the three-year period. More women, 44 per-
cent of the female group, held scholarships than the men, 29 percent of 
the male group. Some of the students held more than one scholarship 
over the three-year period. Naturally, the largest number was held 
during the freshmen year since many are given to encourage capable 
young people to attend college. Eight scholarships were general Uni-
versity; five, Sears Roebuck Foundation; three, Agricultural Competi-
tive; two each, Kroger Company and 4-H Club. Fraternal, honorary, 
city and county groups completed the list of donors. 
For most students, college offers a wide, new scope of activities. 
Freshmen are confronted and confused by the profusion of organiza-
tions which are available to them to join. The Ohio Union Handbook 
lists 301 different ones from which The Ohio State University student 
may choose. Decisions must be made by students as to which organi-
zation to join, how to determine those they prefer and how many to join. 
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In 1952 a third of the freshman group was pledged to a social fra-
ternity. It is recognized that fraternity members do not comprise a 
majority of the total student body. By their junior year, nearly twice 
as many men, 65 percent, belonged while women members had 
increased only from 34 percent to 40 percent of the group studied. 
Several factors may be influential. It may be that more women than 
men tend to join early in college years. Also because of more limited 
dormitory space, more men may seek such housing. 
The campus provides almost innumerable professional and special 
interest groups among which any student may select for membership 
the ones that best fit his talents and interests. 
During the retesting, the juniors checked the activities in which 
they had participated over a period of three years. Some of the stu-
dents belonged to neither a professional nor a special interest group. 
Professional activities included 4-H clubs, Grange, Farm Bureau, Home 
Economics and Agricultural groups (Figure 9). Special interest 
activities included specific groups as YMCA and YWCA, Women Self-
Government Association and The Student Senate and general ones as 
sports, drama, music, publications and dormitory committees. Forty-
five percent of the rural men and 50 percent of the urban men belonged 
to one professional group. Fifty-eight percent of the urban women 
belonged to one group compared with 14 percent of the rural women. 
More urban men and rural women were members of several groups than 
were rural men and urban women. 
In these groups 20 percent of the urban women as compared with 
14 percent rural women and 21 percent of the urban men compared to 
3 percent of rural men were active, belonging to more than three inter-
e~t groups. 
The juniors also checked whether they were satisfied with the 
number of activities--out of the 122 juniors, 39 percent wanted more, 
58 percent wanted the &arne number and only 2 percent would prefer 
fewer. Some of the reasons why they would like more are: "Develops 
social morals and gives experience in different fields," "Is important 
to make a well-rounded personality," "Feel I need to meet more 
people, especially girls." 
Students who wanted the same number made statements like these: 
"Time permits no more," "Studies would suffer if I entered more," and 
"Am very active in the ones I'm in." The students who wanted to be 
in fewer activities said, "Most activities don't interest me," "Too much 
emphasis is placed on activities in this school," "I'm here for an educa-
tion," and "Parent's health doesn't permit me to be in more." 
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Fig. 9.-Percentage of students, rural and urban, who joined a 
stated number of activities. 
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In conference, some of the students expressed the wish that they 
had been advised earlier in their college days about the variety of 
organizations available. All students do not seem to be aware of the 
wide choice in spite of publicity and posters around campus and the 
efforts of student guidance personnel. 
Although many of the students seemed to be satisfied with the 
organizations to which they belonged, many would have joined more 
if they had the time or knew more about the special activities which 
would be of interest to them. Again this seems to be a place where 
more adequate counseling service could help the entering freshman. 
PARTICIPATION COMPARED TO SELECTED FACTORS 
As juniors, some of the same students recorded their extracurric-
ular participation in college activities. Scores on participation during 
freshman, sophomore and junior years were summated into a participa-
tion score which measured the quantity of activities.8 The range of 
scores was from 0-108 with a mean for the total group of 28.59. A 
score of zero meant that the student had participated in no activities 
while there was no limit to a possible top score. 
Comparisons were made of the participation score of students with 
sex, dwelling, point-hour ratio, psychological test scores, work load and 
campus dwelling. 
Women were much more active than men. See Table 2. They 
belonged to more organizations and participated more actively in those 
to which they belonged than did the male group. This difference 
between the two sexes is in keeping with what is known about physical 
and social development during late adolescence. Girls develop more 
rapidly physically and socially than boys in early adolescence, and 
although physically boys catch up before this later adolescent period of 
the college age student, socially they may not have reached the peak of 
girls the same age. Boys may be less interested in clubs and activities 
because they feel the pressure of a career and vocation more strongly 
than girls. Since our society places so much importance on making 
and maintaining a high standard of living, and though many women 
work, the man is still regarded as the potential bread winner, which 
may result in his participating to a lesser degree. 
8Sharp, Marian. "Factors Related to Participation of 121 Juniors in 
Extracurricular Activities." Unpublished Master's thesis, The Ohio State 
University, June, 1956. 
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Sex 
Men 
Women 
TABLE 2.-Comparison of Participation Scores by Sex 
Participation Score 
Below mean-0-28 Above mean-29-1 08 
Number 
46 
19 
Percent 
63 
40 
Number 
27 
29 
Percent 
37 
60 
According to place of residence, rural and urban, the urban group 
was the more active on the whole (Table 3). Rural men were the least 
active group and participated far below the average for the most active 
group, the rural women. Rural women participated only slightly more 
than urban women, but urban men were a great deal more active than 
their rural counterparts. This brought the participation average of the 
urban students significantly higher than that of the rural group. The 
mean participation score for the urban students was significantly higher 
(p = .01) than that of the rural group. 
Dwelling 
Rural 
Urban 
TABLE 3.-Comparison of Participation Scores by Dwelling 
Participation Score 
Below mean-0-28 Above mean-29-108 
Number 
43 
19 
Percent 
55 
44 
Number 
35 
24 
Percent 
45 
56 
It is of interest to note that students with the highest participation 
scores had cumulative point-hour ratios under 3.00 ( 4.00 equals A, 3.00 
equals B, 2.00 equals C). Some students may have the ability to make 
better grades but would rather devote part of their time to extra-
curricular activities and develop social as well as academic skills and 
cannot excel in both. 
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It may be of interest to examine the extremes by comparing the 
participation scores of the students with the highest and lowest point-
hour ratios. Two rural men had the highest point-hour ratio in the 
group, 3.92. The participation scores of these students were 2 and 13 
which were far below the average for the group. The student whose 
score was 2 had been a member of a fraternity during his first two years 
which was his only activity. The rural man having a score of 13 par-
ticipated in dairy science groups, an honorary and the college monthly 
magazine. At the other extreme, the student with the lowest point-
hour, an urban man with 1.58, had a score of 9 and participated 
actively only in a church youth group. 
To compare the point-hour ratios and the participation scores of 
the students with the highest and lowest scores may be of interest. Two 
women, one rural and one urban, were the most active of the total 
group with identical participation scores of 108 far exceeding the aver-
age for the group. Interestingly enough, these two women had nearly 
identical point-hour ratios, the rural woman with 2.83, and the urban 
woman with a 2.84. Each of these women participated in a variety of 
activities, including Grange, 4-H, college monthly magazine, church 
groups, and other organizations. 
The student having the lowest score, a rural man who participated 
in no activities, thu~ having a score of 0, had a point-hour ratio of 2.29. 
His comment on activities was that: "Social activities are necessary to 
enable the student to learn more cooperation". Perhaps the reasons 
that he did not participate are that he worked 9-16 hours a week and 
lived at horne, although many students having similar arrangements do 
take part in extracurricular activities. 
The Ohio State Psychological Examination scores had a coefficient 
of correlation of -.130 with participation scores. This however, was 
not significant and does not suggest that the higher the O.S.P.E. score 
the lower the participation score. It also indicates that the O.S.P.E. 
score shows little relationship to extracurricular participation among 
the members of this group. Some students with high O.S.P.E. score~; 
and high grades did not participate extensively. Many students who 
had relatively low O.S.P.E. scores not only participated actively in 
college groups but made point-hour ratios surpassing expectations 
according to their O.S.P.E. scores. For instance, one urban man who 
was in the lowest quartile on the O.S.P.E. not only had a participation 
score of 41 (mean of 24), but also a cumulative point-hour ratio of 3 .51. 
Another illustration is the rural woman with the highest participation 
'\tore of 108. This woman had an O.S.P .E. score in the lowest quartilr 
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and a cumulative point-hour of 2.83 which is much above the predicted 
"D" grade for the O.S.P.E. score. These cases illustrate individual 
difference in capabilities and suggest that the student to some extent 
can shape his future in academic as well as social life on the campus. 
More than half, or 59 percent of the group studied, were working 
at part-time jobs (Table 4). Employment tends to permit less free time 
for activities unless fewer credit hours are carried. Data were not 
obtained on number of courses or hours taken. In comparing the 
working to the non-working student no difference was found in the per-
centage of students with participation scores above or below the mean. 
Indications seem to be that working at a part-time job does not neces-
sarily keep students from participating. The greatest number of work-
ing students spend from 10-14 hours per week at their jobs. Only two 
5tudents worked more than 25 hours per week, and these were rural men 
having participation scores of 5 and 13. 
TABLE 4.-Comparison of Participation Scores with Employment 
Participation Score* 
Employment Below mean-0-28 Above mean-29-108 
Not workmg 
Work1ng 
Number 
23 
33 
Percent 
46 
46 
Number 
27 
38 
'The overage port1C1pot1on score for the ent11e group was 28 59. 
Percent 
54 
54 
Docs campus residency affect participation? Answers were sought 
by a comparison of participation scores with dwelling places as living at 
home, in dormitories, in fraternity houses, in private homes, in own 
home with marriage partner or some other arrangement. Two-thirds 
of the &tudents living in fraternity and sorority houses participated in 
activities bringing the mean score about that for the entire group 
(Table 5). This group and two of the three students who were 
married and living in their own homes were the only ones in which 
more than half the group had scores above the mean. It is interesting 
to note that the two married students living in their own homes were so 
active. 
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TABLE 5.-Comparison of Participation Scores by Campus Dwelling 
Participation Score 
Campus dwelling Below mean-0-28 Above mean-29-108 
Number Percent Number Percent 
At home 10 62 6 37 
O.S.U. dormitory 1 6 53 14 47 
Fratern1ty 9 32 19 68 
Private home 24 67 12 33 
Own home 1f married 1 33 2 67 
Other 5 63 3 38 
Only one-third of the students living in private homes had scores 
above the mean of 29. Approximately one-third of the students living 
at home and one-half of those living in dormitories had scores that were 
above the mean. This may indicate that fraternity students were pres-
sured into participation because most fraternities require members to 
take part in a number of activities. On the other hand, students living 
in private homes do not seem to take advantage of the extracurricular 
activities offered. This may be because they do not know about them 
or do not have the time necessary to go to the campus and back to their 
living quarters or lack friends to accompany them. 
VARIETY OF EXTRACURRICUlAR ACTIVITIES OF STUDENTS 
Since a part of the goal of education at the present time is to pro-
vide a variety of experiences and activities for students at all age levels, 
the offering of outside activities becomes an important part of the total 
college program. The questions of who participates and how often and 
whether there is a carry-over from high school to college participation 
are of interest, as well as the range of activities, the background of the 
students and their total college adjustment. A summary of the activi-
ties the freshmen indicated they had participated in while in high school 
and the ones the juniors had become active in while in college will be 
presented and a comparison made. 
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At the time of the original testing, autumn quarter, 1952, the 567 
freshmen in the College of Agriculture and the School of Home Eco-
nomics checked a list of ten activities and in the space provided added 
the names of others in which they had taken part while seniors in high 
school. The printed directions were: "Check the organizations in 
which you participated actively during this past year. Add any that 
aren't listed." Activities were listed in the following order: 
1. Church 
2. Young People's Society of Church 
3. Farm Bureau Youth Council 
4. Sorority 
5. Vocational Agriculture and Home Economics 
6. Grange 
7. Community Club 
8. Extension Youth Group 
9. Fraternity 
10. Lodge 
High school activities not included on the check list but written in 
by students were many and varied. For the most part the unlisted 
activities could be grouped into six general areas. YM and YWCA 
activities including Hi-Y and Y-Teens, honor societies, athletics, jour-
nalism, music, and dramatics. A miscellaneous category included many 
other more specialized activities. Among these activities were such 
organizations as Camera Club, Junior Leaders, Spanish Club and other 
language groups, Girl and Boy Scouts, Sailing Club, Rifle Club, and 
other more specialized activities and school offices. Several girls listed 
Future Homemakers of America as an activity and these responses were 
counted under Item 5, "Vocational Agriculture and Home Economics." 
Item 8, "Extension Youth Group," included 4-H Club membership. 
Students were asked to check as many activities as they partici-
pated in during their senior year. In cases where a student partici-
pated in more than one activity under a category, he was given credit 
for the number of activities he checked. For example, a student who 
was a member of one 4-H Club and advisor to another was considered 
as having belonged to two different groups. For these reasons the 
totals of percentage distributions by columns exceed 100 percent. 
The 567 students were divided into categories by sex and back-
ground for comparison. Of the 400 men, 267 ( 66 percent) had rural 
and 133 (33 percent) had urban backgrounds. The rural women were 
61 ( 38 percent) out of a total of 167, with 106 ( 62 percent) urban 
women. 
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Participation as a church member wa~ most frequently mentioned 
by :.tudents with more than two-thirds ( 69 percent) stating they were 
active members (Table 6). This is almost twice as great a percentage 
as the second ranked activity, "Young People's Society of Church" to 
which a third, ( 35.8 percent) of the students belonged. The next most 
popular activity was Vocational Agriculture or Home Economics and 
Young Farmers or Future Homemakers with nearly one-fourth ( 24 per-
cent) as members. Extension Youth Groups and 4-H Clubs were 
ranked fourth with 23 percent of the students claiming membership. 
TABLE 6.-Distribution of S'ix Top Ranking Senior High School Activities 
by Sex and Dwelling as Checked by Freshmen, Autumn 1952 
Sex Dwelling 
Total 
High School Activities all grades Men Women Rural Urban 
N=567 N 400 N=167 N=328 N-239 
N % N % N % N % N % 
Church 392 69 268 67 124 74 141 43 151 63 
Church Youth Soc1ety 203 36 137 34 66 39 139 42 64 27 
M1scelloneous * 161 28 69 17 92 55 75 23 86 36 
Voc. Agnc. or Home Econ 
& Future Formers or 
Homemakers 138 24 122 31 16 10 125 38 13 5 
Extens1on & 4-H 133 23 83 21 50 30 112 34 21 9 
H1-Y, Y Teens, YM, YWCA 88 17 46 11 42 25 31 9 57 24 
*Includes hobby ond language clubs, scouts, class officers, etc 
Differences in participation exist in terms of home background and 
sex of the groups. For example, although the group as a whole had 
participated most frequently in "Church" and "Young People's Society 
of Church", a larger percentage of women than of men engaged in these 
two activities. As would be expected, rural groups predominate in 
vocational agriculture and home economics and extension activities. 
Since 58 percent of the total group were rural and 42 percent urban it 
is important to note these differences that make some activities more 
widely participated in than others. Certain activities popular with 
urban students had fewer rural student members. As many urban 
women belonged to some type of YWCA group as to a Church Youth 
Group. Sororities claimed 46 percent of the urban women as members 
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and only 3 percent of rural women, perhaps becau~e there were fewer 
such activities available in high schools in rural areas. Of the total 
male group 13 percent checked fraternity membership which included 
13 percent of the rural and 14 percent of the urban men. 
Urban students had a greater percentage of members in activities 
such as fraternities and sororities, YM and YWCA groups, and athletics. 
Rural students, as mentioned previously, were more active in farm 
groups and less active in more generalized activities connected with the 
high school. 
As might be expected, because of the earlier physical and social 
maturity of the women, they were more active in general than were the 
men, or at least listed more activities. Women tended to belong to a 
wider variety of activities than men as evidenced by the large percent-
age of women who participated in various clubs listed under "miscellan-
eous." Interestingly enough, both rural men and women out-ranked 
the urban students in participation in music activities. Perhaps a partial 
explanation of the difference may be that many rural students have had 
previous experience in their participation in 4-H, Grange and Farm 
Bureau groups. 
Since there seemed to be some difference between men and women 
and between rural and urban in terms of the number and kinds of 
activities participated in while a senior in high school, a study of the 
juniors and their activities while in college was undertaken. 
To determine whether or not participation in extracurricular 
activities differed from high school to college, a comparison of activities 
of the 121 students as high school seniors and then as college juniors 
was made (Table 7). 
Church was the first ranked activity of the group for both high 
school and college junior year. However, student membership had 
dropped from 76 percent in high school to 41 percent in college. 
Church groups dropped from 51 percent in high school as the second 
ranked activity to 28 percent in college as the third ranked activity. In 
second place at the college level were fraternal groups with 35 percent 
of the group participating. Fraternity and sorority participation in 
high school was much lower with only 15 percent taking part. It is 
natural that from high school to college there would be a large increase 
in fraternity and sorority participation, on a college campus of this size 
especially, since comparatively few high schools have such groups. 
Participation in 4-H Clubs dropped from 39 percent, the third ranking 
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TABLE 7.-Comparison of Participation in Extracurricular Activities as 
Checked by 121 Students as Freshmen in 1952 and as Juniors'in 1955 
Year of Participation 
Activities Senior in high school Junior in college 
N o/. N o/. 
Church 92 76 50 41 
Church Youth Groups 62 51 34 28 
4-H Clubs 47 39 21 17 
F.F.A. & F.H.A. 31 26 
YM and YWCA 25 21 4 3 
Music 24 20 18 15 
Fraternity & Sorority 19 15 43 35 
Athletics 11 9 20 17 
Publ1cations 11 9 12 10 
Drama 9 7 
College Agriculture and Home Econom1cs Groups* 55 45 
*Combination of the Agricultural Educat1on Society, American Society of Agricultural 
Engineers, Home Economics Club, and other agricultural organizations. 
high school activity to 17 percent, the fifth ranking college actJ.v1ty. 
Fifth ranking in high school with 26 percent, Young Farmers and 
Future Homemakers, did not have college counterparts. Other agri-
culture and home economics clubs are available in college, however. 
By combining these organizations: Townshend Agricultural Education 
Society, American Society of Agricultural Engineers, Home Economics 
Club and other agricultural organizations, it is seen that nearly half, or 
45 percent of the students participated in one or more of these groups. 
During high school, 21 percent of the students were members of YM 
and YWCA groups, making it the sixth ranking activity. In college 
only 3 percent belonged. 
Many new activities are available in college that high schools, 
especially small ones, could not provide. Perhaps students transfer 
their energies into new activities at the college level which were not 
available to them in high school. Participation in athletics for the group 
increased from 9 percent in high school to 17 percent in college. The 
extended intra-mural program of college may be responsible for this 
increase. In some activities which may require talent, such as music 
and drama, a greater degree of selectivity in the college level may 
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account for a drop in music from 20 percent to 15 percent and in drama 
from 7 percent to 1 percent. Participation on various publications 
remained about the same at 9 percent for high school and 10 percent for 
college. 
A wider variety of activities in college and a desire to meet people 
and make new friends may result in students' being more active at the 
college level than during high school years. There are indications that 
students tend to remain in the same general types of activities in college 
as in high school. For example, rural students tend to remain in rural 
activities, and urban students tend to take part in more generalized 
campus activities. Reasons for this may be that students feel more 
comfortable as members of groups in which they have participated 
formerly, some may make no effort to broaden their experiences by join-
ing new groups, students may not know how to enter in to new activi-
ties, or they may feel that due to lack of poise and sophistication they 
cannot compete in new kinds of activities. Guidance personnel need to 
note this situation and appraise its desirability. 
In examining the total group, differences in extracurricular par-
ticipation were found to exist among rural and urban groups and 
among men and women, the urban group being more active than rural, 
and women being more active than men. Grades and psychological 
test scores had little if any relation to participation, nor did working at 
a part-time job. Students living in sorority and fraternity houses or 
married and living in their own homes participated to a greater degree 
than students living at home, in dormitories, in private homes, or other 
housing. 
Differences in participation seemed to depend on the individual 
student, his interests, desires and personality. The individual differ-
ences in personality capabilities seemed most influential in shaping the 
future of students socially at the college level. 
In any neighborhood, church, club, high school or college group a 
gradation in the amount of participation will be found because of indi-
vidual differences. Society neither expects nor wants everyone to par-
ticipate in the same activities nor to the same extent. Although this 
part of the study has given the amount and kind of participation of a 
group of college students, it should be understood that many of those 
students who did not participate actively in campus organizations mav 
have made satisfactory adjustment in college. 
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CONTINUANCE IN COLLEGE 
During the senior year, 1955-56 records of drop-outs were checked 
and college offices across the campus were contacted in an effort to 
locate the missing students. During the fall quarter of 1955, 260 or 46 
percent of the students were still in school. Out of this group 25 or 4 
percent were in their eleventh quarter or more while 221 or 39 percent 
were in their tenth quarter. The remaining 3 percent or 14 had been 
in school from 3 to 9 quarters which indicated they had dropped out 
and re-entered. Out of the original freshman group, 49 percent of the 
women remained and 44 percent of the men; while 49 percent of the 
rural students were still in school compared to 41 percent of the urban 
group. 
The largest number of dismissals, 53, occurred at the end of the 
third quarter of the freshman year. The same was true of the 56 with-
drawals, although there had been 44 at the end of the first quarter and 
36 at the end of the second. Twenty-six students had returned after 
leaving or being dismissed. 
Although no reason was given for the departure of 164 of the stu-
dents, perhaps it can be assumed that their withdrawals may have been 
due to the same reasons that were found for 143 of the students. Out 
of this latter group 78 had been dismissed for failing grades and 25 left 
because of low grades. Eleven men entered military service while five 
quit when they married. Four students had financial difficulties, four 
had home responsibilities, nine left because of ill health, six for jobs, two 
transferred to other universities and two completed a two-year course. 
To complete the picture of this four year study, a record was kept 
of those students who were graduated. A few students who were grad-
uated may have been overlooked because they had transferred to other 
colleges although 10 were located in the graduation lists of the Colleges 
of Arts and Science, Commerce and Administration and Fine Arts. 
These were students who had been in the College of Agriculture during 
their freshmen year in 1952. It is possible that another group may 
have been missed. The change of names acquired by the women stu-
dents who married made tracing difficult and in some cases impossible. 
Fifty-seven women or 34 percent of the original group completed 
the bachelor of science degree during the four year period. Ten of 
these women graduated early including one who finished in June, 1955. 
In the male group 97 men or 24 percent were graduated including 9 
who completed the required work early. Six students were graduated 
with honors. A few others who had dropped out and then re-entered 
may graduate at a later date. For example, at least 10-15 ~;tudents 
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have stated that they expect to graduate at the end of the autumn 
quarter, 1956. A:- the date of graduation became an actuality and the 
present careers in college of these seniors came to an end, their part in 
this study also seemed to be drawing to a close. Yet, much that had 
been learned about these individuals and their parents will apply to 
other young people who face the same type of problems and adjust-
ments. 
SUMMARY 
Usually the launching stage of the family includes the period of 
time when the first child leaves home for a job, marriage, or college until 
the last one departs. This study has been concerned only with the 
families who had sons or daughters who had started in The College of 
Agriculture and the School of Home Economics at The Ohio State Uni-
ver&ity as freshmen in the autumn quarter of 1952. 
The objectives for this project were developed in cooperation with 
professional representatives from such allied areas as child and family 
development, extension, student guidance, rural sociology and sociology. 
The objectives included: 
1. Determining attitudes and feelings of parents and students 
toward each other in selected areas of conflicts, 
2. Understanding the adjustment freshmen made to college, and 
3. Helping parents become aware of changes occurring in their 
adolescent sons or daughters. 
4. Analyzing the extra-curricular activities of college students 
during their junior year. 
At the same time, certain research schedules were being developed 
and tested and graduate students were given the opportunity to do 
separate studies as parts of the total on-going project. 
Much more could be written about this group of students. Rather 
detailed case study material is available on a selected group for whom 
complete data had been collected. Further cross-comparisons of vari-
ous data could be made but for the purpose of this study this is the 
summary report. 
A picture of the problems and concerns of students as freshmen 
was presented in Bulletin No. 757 of The Ohio Agricultural Experiment 
Station. The present bulletin follows this group through four years of 
college and includes some analysis of parent-r-tudent relations. 
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A comparison by sex and by dwelling was made between the 
responses of the freshmen and their parents in seven conflict areas. A 
brief summary of the responses in each of the areas follows: 
Little or no difference was found between parents and student 
responses in the area of spending money earned while a senior in high 
school. Although more men than women earned all of their spending 
money, the indications were that most of the students came to college 
with experience in working for money and consequently, it would be 
hoped with an understanding of money management. 
A different picture was presented in relation to having an allow-
ance. Since almost three-fourths of the students either received no 
allowance or were given money on request, the question might be raised 
as to how much experience they had gained in handling a specified 
amount of money at regular intervals. If having an allowance is of 
value to an individual in learning to manage his money, many of these 
students were missing this experience. However, it is possible that so 
few received a regular allowance because so many of the students were 
earning their own spending money. Although the data were inadequate 
in this respect, the responses given should be of interest to individuals 
working with young adults and with parents. 
In the area of frequency of dating more students checked having 
several dates a week than their parents had indicated; while more 
parents checked "never dated" than did the students. Once a week 
dating seemed to be the common practice. A sex comparison indicated 
that half of the male students had one weekly date while half of the 
women checked they had two or more dates weekly. Since girls mature 
earlier physically and socially, they often are ready to date earlier than 
boys. At the same time very few students in either group checked 
"never dated," perhaps because of the prestige value or because most 
seniors have dates. 
In a comparison of who set the curfew hour, more parents than 
students, especially those parents with daughters, stated that this deci-
sion was made jointly. On the other hand, the item "student decision" 
was checked by mor~ students than parents and by twice as many male 
students as female ones. Perhaps these results indicate that while 
parents feel they are helping to make the decisions on the hour to return 
from a date, the student feels he is independent. In a way, both groups 
seem to be pleased. 
More men than women had the use of the family car for recreation 
and a few more rural students than urban, drove. A few more parents 
checked they drove the young people to recreational events than did the 
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students. Evidently the male adolescent learns to drive sooner and is 
given freedom in the use of the car earlier than his female classmate in 
high school. 
In making decisions at home, the largest percentage of answers 
indicated that students and parents decide jointly while a very small 
percent of either group felt parents made decisions alone. There was 
no difference between the sexes or between groups with rural or urban 
background. About three-fourths more students checked making deci-
sions alone than did their parents, again indicating that each group 
seemed satisfied. 
In the area of work required at home most of the parents and stu-
dents stated the family assigned regular jobs to do at home. More 
women than men stated they took care of their own belongings and 
room at home. More rural students checked the item "assigned task 
by family" while more urban students checked they did their own room 
only. From additional answers written by both parents and students it 
was evident that many of the adolescents helped with heavy cleaning, 
painting, and yard work or held part-time paying positions. For the 
most part parents in the rural group seemed to be proud of the help 
given them around the house and on the farm. 
The range of scores on the Rotter College Adjustment Blank was 
from 81 to 169 with the mean at 123. Fifty-seven percent of the fresh-
man group had scores of 125 or below indicating a good adjustment; 
while 43 percent, 83 men and 43 women had scores of 126 or higher 
indicating some difficulty with college adjustment. 
Reactions of parents at the launching stage in the family cycle were 
described with emphasis on what changes in their sons or daughters the 
parents saw and which ones had pleased them. On the whole the 
parents seemed pleased with these young adults who were in their third 
year of college. Two brief case studies were used illustrating a close 
family and one which had poor communication among family members. 
A picture of the students who returned for junior testing was given 
and the comparison of the extracurricular activities of the group as 
seniors in high school and as juniors in college was made. An analysis 
of the relationship, if any, between participation in activities and certain 
selected factors indicated that the urban group and women students 
were more active than either the rural or male group. Grades were 
not necessarily related to participation. Scores on the psychological 
test and part-time work had little effect on the amount of participation 
in campus activities. Students living in sorority and fraternity houses 
or those who were married were more active than students living at 
home, in dormitories, in private homes or other housing. Actually, 
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differences in participation seemed to depend almm.t as much on the 
individual student, his intere&ts, desires and personality as on the other 
factors. 
During their senior year 260 or 46 percent of the students remained 
in school which indicated that 307 had left either dropping out of their 
own accord or had been dismissed by the University. Low grades, dis-
missals, military service, money, health, home responsibilities and jobs 
were some of the most important reasons given for withdrawing. 
Within the four year period 154 or 27 percent of the original567 fresh-
men were graduated. 
This project illustrates one which involves the same adolescent and 
parent group at different periods during the launching stage of the 
family. Perhaps one further point needs to be made in terms of the 
effect on the individuals involved. In this particular project both stu-
dents and parents cooperated well. Some of the parents sent personal 
letters or notes asking for information, and giving more facts than had 
been requested. Some indicated that they were pleased that some one 
seemed interested in their college son or daughter. 
In conference the students often stated that they were gaining some 
insight into how or why their parents had felt or acted as they had. 
The juniors indicated that they appreciated the College's interest in 
their problems and progress. The students also indicated that they 
were realizing the problem that their parents must have had with them 
at times. 
This type of research is a means of obtaining information that may 
bring about a better understanding of family interaction among its 
members. It also made both groups, parents and students, aware of 
the fact that the home cannot be completely separated from the school. 
Each student brings to college certain basic attitudes, traits and family 
patterns he has acquired during his first eighteen years of life. Educa-
tion adds to this background but does not supplant it. Perhaps this is 
further evidence of the need for the home and school to work together 
and of the value of research related to the launching stage of the family. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
For healthy and satisfactory growth of individual family members 
at this launching stage Ater0 makes the following recommendations to 
f am iii es : 
1. To create and maintain a relationship between 
family members which recognizes and utilizes the increasing 
maturity of the younger members and satisfies the continued 
0Ater, op. cit., pp. 88-90. 
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intense concern of the parents for their children. This 
implies that parent~ have been endeavoring to prepare their 
children for independence from the family since the day of 
birth. A family which continuously has operated on demo-
cratic principles would be more able to meet this task. 
2. To keep open or to improve the communication of 
the range of inner feelings and emotions existing within the 
individual members at the launching stage. 
3. To discuss and arrive at decisions which are mutually 
agreeable to all concerned. Because the family represents a 
close, interrelated group, decisions made by one have an effect 
upon all. 
4. To re-evaluate and reformulate the family's own role 
in society and to see the relationship of this family to the com-
munity and to the world at large. Social trends affect indi-
vidual families and particularly young people as they find 
their place in society and initiate their own family. 
As parents and students progress through the launching stage of 
the family together, a knowledge of the physical and emotional changes 
occurring in each age group, of the goals and aspirations of each as well 
as their actual capabilities and interests will make for better relation-
ships among family members. 
Based on the findings of this study the following recommendations 
are made to those individuals working or coming in contact with young 
adults as well as the parents of this age group: 
1. As youth workers, counselors and guidance personnel 
come in contact and work with young adults including college 
students, a knowledge of the range and kind of activities that 
interest these young people and the ones that will give them a 
variety of experiences and social contacts is necessary. 
2. Many young adults also want and need someone to 
listen to their problems, 'to talk with them and to be under-
standing. Professional workers as well as parents should be 
alert to this need and know way& to meet these situations. 
3. To help interpret the behavior of late-adolescents 
adults need insight into the role of the young adult as a family 
member, as one who interacts not only to his outside peer 
group, but also within his own family and because of his early 
home experiences. 
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One aspect of the launching stage has been studied with the focus 
on college student adjustment. Further research should answer such 
questions as: 
1. What happens to those students who leave college 
before graduation? 
2. How are leadership qualities determined? 
3. What is the influence of the home, the school, and 
organization participation on creating leaders? 
4. How early can leadership tendencies be determined 
and then encouraged? 
5. Do the students who exhibit potential leadership in 
high school and college continue to be leaders in their com-
munities after graduation or do they become inactive? 
As more research is conducted with all members of the family at 
any one stage, the data will add to the knowledge and understanding of 
the relationship of the home and school to the optimum growth of indi-
viduals within the family. 
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APPENDIX I 
No.,_ ___ _ 
STUDENT INFORMATION BLANK 
Whaa 'FOil...,.. a Sea.lot Ia b.J,Ja JCbooJ, wbloh o1 &lit followiDt' a~temtDh ~led. $0 J0111 
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1 I ) hnnu Ulllal!J told 111t what to 4o 
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3 ( ) Pan~~ Bunau Youth Council 
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4 ( ) Wll al•ea .ipeDdllll IIIOII.OJ' 0.11 hqiUtat 
D. USE OP :r.UULY OAR FOR YOUR U:CR&A.'l'JON 
( ) inl\1 the tamll7 ur mo.t. or the 'tin11 
( ) otbv fPIII:r membe.n 414 the Ul~h1r 
1 ( ) DotaUowtd.t:Uforn~~rtatlonalu" 
6 I ) 0H.•1• 
7 t ) Commualt;r Club 
8 ( ) !:J!telllloa Yoatll l1ro11p 
Ill ( t'nu•miiY 
( J.odpo 
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APPENDIX II 
PARENT INFORMATION SHEET 
No.~-----
A• PAl'IDh of a bnblll&"ll en"'Uea In tht Collece ~~~ ArrlwUure CIDeludbta tht Stbool ot llomt E(cnomln), wUI JOll pleLU& help 111 ta un4tr$Di tbtM 7011q Jl'llople 
b<"tttr b7 aheaklnc the following atateme!ll•l 
... SPENDING MONt:Y 
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( n.rDed part of hi• 1pendlna money 
3 ( ) ~arned all of hi~ ·~ndlng I'IIODf'f 
(' DAT~D HOW OFTEN 
1 ( ) never da.ted 
( ) l>kUlJ)' hiiod ona d&te a we~k 
3 ( ) UBU&ll)' had 'J 10 4 dlltf~ & \Hek 
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1':. HOUR '1'0 COME HOME }'RQ!II A DA'l'E 
1 ( ) We (p&nnlH) •frt 11o d~.6.1ute hour flu!h time 
( ) Our teen~&j\'er h.l)..fd oHr the hour with ur 
3 ( ) WP (p,;.t-~nu) gav~ tla t .. ~na~:~t \Omitl~t" frol'~tlont u to 11 h~l'l 
to come home fr<.Om 111 dat~ 
~'. YAlUNG DECl.':\IONH AT HO~!E 
1 ( ) Our ehildr~n u~uo.ll)' do jUot ,.Ju•t th~y 11re !<.Old 
( ) We (J>I•renl~) 111nd chtldren wor\. out de~li!ona IOJl:•lh,.r 
:J ( ) Our eh!ldr~n ru&k<! mo•t ()( th~ d~d~ion• ~nilrel) al\Jn~ 
1 ( ) We i'&V'II the teenar-r r~gularJoboto do t.t home 
J ( ) Ol.l.r h!ol'l'IAj:U" only took ear• of hh o,.n 'otlonrin~~:~ ~~ond room 
3 ( ) Our tnn&&'@r wu 11ot r~qutrtd to hlp •t h~·m .. 
13. AI.LOW .ANC~ 
1 ( ) n~rlvtd M rtl"ll.lar allowat~el 
( ) ree~lved • weekly I.Uuw•ael" 
3 ( ) le<:lllved a rno11thlr allowann 
'* ( ) w1u given ~j')~ndlgr money nn tf(jtoe•t 
l> t'Sl!: OF J'A!o!ILY CAR 11'0R T~ENACII.R.'S JI'CN 
1 ( ) Lf'Pllll.g~r dto~e ear must of the th"l' 
!.!. ( ) • b.wil,- membN did th~ drh1111e 
3 t ) trenl!r"' U(lt t.llowed f~~omily ~•r fur rt< r••atl~n•l t•u 
'1'HANK YOU FOR THJS INFORMATION 
Now, will ott.eh ot )'ou {lathn aod mother) take one l)f tht tn.clond •hl'fl~ and .f!.11ioh lh<' umtn~,;• qlllc)..lyl 
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Al'PCNDIX III 
,, _____ _ 
PART I SURVEY OF PRESENT STATUS (Freshman Ycor) 
Plu.le 411 In •r~d .:heck ~ben bl&nk• 
A Where did :rou l!n while lo. High School (ehaek the UIOit nceat place rou lived) 
1 ( ) F&l'ID 
2 ( ) R11n.l 11on t .. nn (lJader 2500 papul•tlon) 
Name ot town or oearut town 
3 C ) Stn•ll c:ur (~.>00 to under 25 000) 
" ( ) Middle 1lzed city C:!5 000 to IIDihu· 100 000) 
( ) Lar&e e•IT (100000 to under 1..>00000) --------=;------------
r ( ) lhtropolia { 1 500 000 aud our) 
I$ Sex 
1 ( } Yale 
F If al(ifd low n o~uy ch l~nn 
do 7011. hve 
• ( ) iem&l~ u ( ) 
{. Aft> YOU I ( ) 1 
1 ( ) S nglt ( l 
• ( ). lllrrLed 
J ( ) DLVOJ'eoe.d. 
I C ) :IOJ'Tiur 
4 ( ) Otberapedtr 
D \our .Aa:11 to Ne•re•t llirthd&y 
1 () Hlru.u 5 () .Ore•r~ 
- ( l 17 (j ( l 
J ( ) 18 1 ( ) 
" ( ) 19 8 ( ) 
lJ Famlly Iatormat!oo 
Older brother• 
)ouo.rer brotler. 
Older ~11teu 
C1rele lhl! IUIUber ot 
1 3 " i.> 
1 I 4. " 6 
1 .1" ,, t 
YOUD&'<ll' at•tere 1 • l ~ .o t 
A~ll )'QU U. Oa.lf dildf 
1 ( ) Y~• 
- ( ) No 1! you .&v.&~er~d no Ar" \ou II• 
1 ( ) Oldeat child 
- ( ) YO\I.Dj:e-t eh1\il 
1 ghur~b ~ut:-!1~::;-~"~!~e-.,-,-------
Do Your P-.nnu ~t.ltl!tld Church or Sund~o~ 
S~bool at \~ut •me lo rth ot the ttnle I 
lolOTHl.R FA THJ:.R 
1 ( ) Y~• 1 ( ) Yea 
- ( ) No ( ) M 
J.. At \our Par~ohl llome 
llo11~e Conatruetioo tor the mo~l tu•rt 
1 ( ) Brick 
.. ( l Stueco 
J ( ) P~ol~:~ttd tramto h11u<~ 
~ ( ) UtiP•illltd frame h:>u~e-
~l~e~e ~~~m~!:":;-;:~~!~~:,.c:::-, ::,,::cmi:::-1,:-:,::c":::'P":-1.,:-------
(don t c<>uDt bathroom h•ll.s) 
Clr.:l~ nu:~~ber of ptrtt.Jn• who liv~ ic thtft" room• 
(CDDDI:fOUI'Uifin 11'1'011})) 
L Cheek lhe follcowl11' In rour p•rtnt 1 houu 
1 () &dlo 
: ( ) Ttlnialon 
3 ( ) TclephOII6 
o1. ( Da\7 D~V.I)i&pu 
( Uectrldly 
( lei' r ... trJE~ratot 
lo Do \ou V..ork l•rt Tim~! 
t ( ) Yea (U yu df..:rlb~ your job) 
( ) No 
How "lilY houn JIU WHk do you work I 
1 ( ) 1 4.bov.TII .li ( ) l72o/ohoun 
• ( ) 5 Shoun 5 ( ) !lfi30bour• 
J () 916houn 6 () 3lornor~ 
1 Wer<~ )ou Ia liUlt.rr se ..... ie<~t 
1 ( l Y~• 2 C ) No 
Row loo,r wer<~ you ill urvlee I 
1 ( ) under 1 yur B ( Z5 86 :no11tb1 
( J 1 .. 2~ month& ' ( more than 3 yu 
1 fo..duutloo of Your Pne11.11 
Cbtiek Jut ,rtlkle complite<lln aei1oo\ tor t&cb o! your pannt& 
'II:O'l'HER. FATHl.R 
1 ( ) o 7tiL rude 1 ( J 
- ( ) 8th trade 2 ( ) 
1 ( J 9lltb graile l ( ) 
~ ( ) l .. th rrade 4 ( J 
.. C J 1 year eoll~ll'Q .> ( l 
~ () !lotlOfi!)'UU 6 () 
h your mother l1Yioll't 1 ( ) Ye• ( ) No 
Het..: ~~~:~~~!e--:-,.-00:-h,-:-, -,,1::-.,:-, -,.:-,:-) -----
h your lather ll¥1D):f 1 ( ) Yn ( ) No 
h )'our hom• 
l ( J An a.p•nmtn\ 
( ) A duplex 
( J A alogl~ louie 
~ ( ) Oth<l'-opeelt)' _______ _ 
8 ( .,..&ter )ilpeol. In ho •~e 
1 ( Bathroom 
10 ( l"ow~r w .. hing m•~hlne 
( \leeh•llie•l r.-frl&:tralor 
Doc.• :rour f&D'111J' h•ve • earl 1 ( Yn 
Oil 7"11 b&u your ow11 oe•rl 1 ( Yl'l 
'\C W.blle 1• coll•&'e wh~r• do ;you lin• I 
1 ( ) At bom• (pareD!• or your ""II) 
2 ( ) Jaa•O 8 U olonallor;y 
3 ( ) Fr•t..l'liUf 0!' .sorority hou•e 
4 ( ) Pri'l'ate ~ (!:lot 71Dilf own) 
:1 I ) Ba•z•1l•« hou .. 
No 
x ;.,.L.>. :,~~;-·:;~!.!.,.-""-:::":c<:::,,-":--,-,,-,.,,.--------
1 ( ) ... h7GIIJlld~ol! 
:1 J ) .4ft :rn h•teret1eil 
Al:eofcv 1 ( 19-l't 52 .. ( ) l9·Hl or I tfor~ 
Age ot cu 1 ( 11147 •.. .. { ) 1"-'6 or IJetore 
D" :rou h•v~ 
1 ( ) No roo1 1 ate 
( ) OJ!.~ :roomm&l" 
3 ( ) 1~ofoonmo.t~• 
" { 1 Tl rue or mcon roon n atn 
II ( ) Are f011 oppoae4f 
<I ( ) Other--IJif'dly ----------
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APPENDIX IV No, ____ _ 
PART I. bURVLY Or PRL~~NT STATUS (Jumor Year) 
Please £1.ll J.n and check blanks: 
A. Hy maJOr l.S: 
B. My parental ;::h:;om;;-e;:-:a;-;d;;;d::r:::es~s;:-:L-;:s-.--------------------------
treet 
Town County State 
1. 
2. 
Farm C .. Sex. l. ( ) Hale 2. ( ) Female 
Rural non farm (under 2500 pop.) 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Small city (2500 to 25,000 ") D. Your age to nearest birthday: 
M1ddle·sued cLty (25,000 to 100,000 pop.) 
Large cLty (100,000 to under 1,500,000 ") 
Metropo lls ( l, 500,000 and more) 
1. ( ) 16 
2. ( ) 17 
3. ( ) 18 
4. ( ) 19 
5. ( ) 20 
6. ( ) 21 
7. ( ) 22 
8. __ Other 
r:. Are you F. If marrled, how many chJ.ldren ao you have'? 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
!>1.ngle? 
Engage" to marry? 
NarrJ.eo.' 
Divorced or separate"'? 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
None 
1 
2 
3 or more 
G. Do you work part t1.me? 1. ( ) Yes 2. No. H. How many hours per week do you wort'' 
If yes, descnbe your JOO -------- 1. ( ) 1·4 hrs, 4. ( ) 17-24 hrs. 
2. ( ) 5-8 hrs. 5. ( ) 25·30 hrs. 
3. ( ) 9·16 hrs, 6. ( ) 31 or more, 
I. Is your mother hving? 1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No. 
Her occupat1.on (example--homemaker, clerk, teacher) ---------------
J. Is your father hving? 1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No. 
His occupatJ.on (example .. -farmer) doctor, ..Cactory worker) -------------
K. Names of scholarships and .o.wo:1ros wh1.le in school 
F ... eshman Sophomore Junior 
0. None 
1. 
2. 
3. 
L. Where do you ll.ve while you are attending the University? 
At home ( parents) 
In OSU dormitory 
1. 
2. 
3. Fratern1.ty or sorority house 
4. 
s. 
6, 
:r-r. Do you have 
At home. 
1. ( ) Room of your own 
2, ( ) Room you share 
At school: 
1. ( ) No roommate 
2. ( ) One rommate 
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Private home (not your own) 
Your own home (if married) 
Other: specify ---------
3. 
4. 
Two roDDates 
Three or more rotiiDates _ 
____ how many? 
APPENDIX V 
-3- No. ____ _ 
N. Out-of-class activities while at Ohio State University: 
Check with "x". 1- freshman year, 2- sophomore year, 3 - junior year. 
Member 
1 2 3 
Active 
Member 
1 2 3 
Held or 
hold 
Office 
1 2 3 
Activity 
1. Fraternity (men or women - name)----------
2. Independent organi2ation (name)----------
3. Grange 
4. 4-H 
5 . Farm Bureau 
6. Townshend Agric. Ed. Society 
7. Other Agricultural organizations 
8. Home Economics Club 
9. Agricultural Society of Ag. Engineers 
10. YMCA and YWCA 
11. Campus Political Organization 
12. WSGA 
13. Ohio Union Activities 
14. Student Senate 
15. Resident Hall (committees - list) _________ _ 
16. Church 
17. Church groups (list)l---------------
18. Sports (list)-----------------
19. Drama (list)'------------------
20. Music (list)'------------------
21. Student publications (position)!-----------
22. Honorary organizations (list)•------------
23. All-campus activities (list)--------------
24. Student-faculty committees (list)'----------
25. Other (list)------------------
0. How do you feel about out-of-class activities? 
Would you like to be in 
1. ( ) More 3. ( ) Fewer 
2. ( ) Same 
Why? _________________________________ _ 
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No. 1 APPENDIX VI 
GENERAL INFORMATION ..... To be filled out by either or both parents. 
Directions 
l. If your son or daughter is now enrolled in college in Ohio 
or elsewhere, please check the statements in Group 1. 
2. If your son or daughter is not enrolled in college this year, 
1954-55, please check the statements in Group II. 
Note: These statements concern only your son or daughter 
who enrolled in the College of Agriculture in autumn, 
1952. 
Group I. SON OR DAUGHTER ENROLLED IN COLLEGE, 1954-55. 
1. Our (son) (daughter) is: 
--living at home while in college. 
--living away from home while in college. 
2. Our (son) (daughter) is: 
Group II. 
1. 
2. 
--single. --engaged. --married. --divorced. 
SON OR DAUGHTER NOT ENROLLED IN COLLEGE, 1954-55. 
Our (son) (daughter) is: 
--living at home. 
--living away from home. 
Our (son) (daughter) dropped out of college because (he) (she): 
(May check more than one.) 
--volunteered for military service. 
--was called for military service. 
--could not afford to continue in college. 
--was not making passing grades. 
--had family responsibilities caused by sickness, death, etc. 
--was not interested in the subiects studied. 
--other reasons. (Please explain.) ---------
Group Ill. PLEASE CHECK HERE IF YOU WISH A BULLETIN----
If your address has changed, please write correct address below in 
order for bulletin to reach you. 
Name----------------------------------
Street----------------------------------
T own and state:-----------------------
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No. 3 APPENDIX VII 
PARENT CHECK LIST ..•.•........••..•. To be filled out by the father. 
(Duplicate sent to mother) 
PART I 
Many changes take place in the life of an adolescent while he or she is 
growing up. The list given below is a group of common changes which 
toke place in adolescents after they have graduated from high school. 
We would like to know how you feel about the changes you have seen in 
your son or daughter. 
Directions for Checking 
1. In the column on the left check whether you have seen any of these 
changes in your son or daughter since he or she was enrolled as a 
freshman in the College of Agriculture in 1952. 
2. In the column on the right check the one column which is most like 
your feelings. Everyone is different; there is no right answer. 
Have seen 
change List of changes in adolescents 
Yes No 
Check your feelings on each item 
Not A little Greatly 
Pleased con- con- con-
cerned cerned cerned 
1. Spends less time at home. -------------
2. Discusses persona I prob-
lems with parents less 
often. 
- 3. Shows more appreciation 
of parents. 
- 4. Shows less interest in his 
family. 
- 5. Differs with parents on 
political ideas. 
- 6. Makes more decisions 
without parents' help. 
- 7. Helps less with work at 
home. 
8. Differs with parents on 
religious ideas. 
9. Wishes to be independent 
of family finances. 
-10. Wants to get married. 
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-11. Dates more frequently. 
-12. Dates only one fellow or 
girl. 
-13. Makes close friends with 
people of other income 
groups. 
-14. Makes close friends with 
people of other races or 
religions. 
-15. Changed idea for career. 
-16. Acts sophisticated. 
-17. Begins smoking. 
-18. Learns new rules of 
etiquette. 
-19. Interested in going to new 
places. 
-20. Gives up education for job 
or marriage. -------------
No. 2 APPENDIX VIII 
PARENT CHECK LIST To be filled out by the mother. 
PART II 
May we have your ideas on the following questions? Write 
as much or as little as you like. You may use the back side of 
this sheet if you need additional space. There are no right 
answers. 
1. List what you think makes a family happy. 
2. How can you tell when an adolescent becomes an adult? 
3. What feelings should there be between a mother and her 18 to 
21 -year-old son or daughter? 
(Duplicate sent to father) 
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APPENDIX IX 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF PARENTS AND STUDENTS 
IN SEVEN CONFLICT AREAS 
TOTAL STUDENT RESPONSES TOTAL PARENT RESPONSES 
No, '7. No, '7. 
Spend1.ng Honey .J:arncU 
r-~~~~~~~~~-----------------------,_--~24~6~~--4---~4~~----·4-----~18~~~--4---~55~3----~ 
All 258 46 140 42 
Total 56& 100 333 100 
tlo Data 1 234 
Allowance Rect!l ved 
None 
lveeklv 
Monthlv 
1>1oney on request 
Total 
No Data 
How Often Dated 
Never 
One/week 
Two or more/week 
Total 
No Data 
Hour to Come Home from a Date 
Parent Decision 
Student-Parent Decision 
Student Decision 
Other 
Total 
No Data 
Use of Car for Recreation 
250 46 104 
95 17 87 
20 4 17 
179 33 123 
544 100 231 
23 236 
80 14 77 
265 47 194 
219 39 &2 
564 100 333 
3 234 
40 29 
204 37 191 
272 50 72 
33 29 
549 100 321 
17 246 
31 
26 
37 
99 
23 
58 
19 
100 
60 
22 
100 
Student drove ------------------+----4~19~---+--~7~9~----+---~2~3~3----+---~7~3----~ 
Familv drove o8 13 o1 19 
Not Used 4o 9 27 8 
Total 533 101 321 100 
I----~No~d~a~t~a~----------------------~----~3~4----~----------~--~2~4~6~--~-----------' 
Making Decisions at Home ! 
Parent 30 5 1o 5 1 
Parent-Student 423 75 305 91 --; I--~S~t~u~d~e~n~t~~~----------------,_---71~10~---t--~20~----+---~1~3~--+---~4 =-==:j 
I--~T~o~t~a1~--------------------~~-L56~3~--4-~l~0~0~---+--~2~3~4---t--------~ 
No Data 4 233 
Work Required at Home 
Fmnilv Assi2ned 
Own Work 
No Work 
Total 
No Data 
378 
133 
48 
559 
8 
54 
68 294 89 
24 26 8 
8 11 3 
100 331 100 
23& 
